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From the Publisher

Wow! What a winter it has been in the Sierra Nevada. Our
spring edi�on has been fun to put together, knowing that
much of what we will cover might not be accessible un�l
much later in the spring. I guess six more weeks of
Snowshoeing and discovering hidden gems in the snow are
in order.

For me personally, it is about this �me each year that I start
to itch for dirt trails. I love the snow but want to explore
further than I can in the snow. So I will start seeking out dirt
trails and desert landscapes to explore soon, as well as
following small creeks and looking for seasonal waterfalls
where possible. We will also begin to dra� more solid plans
for the summer backpack season.

This past month my wife and I had the privilege to travel
back to Boston, Portsmouth, New Hampshire and Maine to
see our son. It was a beau�ful country, and I will enjoy
visi�ng, but nothing compares to the Sierra in America. I am
thankful that we are not near as cold of a country as it is up
there.

We hope you enjoy this issue and are ready for a fun season
of spring skiing, triple dipping outdoor recrea�on days, and
dirt where ever you can find it! Go Explore, Discover more!
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Foundational
Experiences on
the Tahoe Rim
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16 Years of First Time
Adventures on the
Tahoe Rim Trail
Imagine, if you will, your first trip adventuring in the
Sierra Nevada mountains. It’s the first time you’ve
strapped on a backpack, and the first time you’ve
dared to enter the mountains with the intent not to
return home that night. You leave your friends and
family behind, as well as your phone, and meet
eleven complete strangers that will join you in
spending most of the day hiking 3-5 miles uphill to
someplace you’ve only seen on a map.

If those challenges were not enough for day one,
you soon realize that when you arrive at your
destination, you will quickly learn to filter the lake
water for drinking. There are no tents, so you are
put in charge of finding the perfect location to
“cowboy camp” in the wilderness. Now imagine
once more that you are a teenager. Sounds like fun,
right?

Since 2007, the Tahoe Rim Trail Association (TRTA)
has been growing these challenging, yet rewarding
youth backpacking experiences on the Tahoe Rim
Trail. Thanks to the support of Heavenly Mountain
and the Vail Resorts EpicPromise, the TRTA and
Zephyr Point are strapping packs on 200 teenagers
this summer to embark on four-day, three-night
adventures along the Tahoe Rim Trail. Through this
one-of-a-kind program, Youth Backcountry Camps,
teens are challenged to experience new heights and
learn new skills.

For most campers, this is their first-ever
backpacking trip. They don’t know what to expect,
but they’re eager to learn and have a little fun with
other teenagers seeking a similar experience. They
come in all shapes and sizes, all with different skill
sets, experiences, and lifestyles from back home.
Despite these differences, they find commonality
and community among the adventurous spirit that
each teen brings to the trail. Fears about being in a
new environment and sleeping under the stars fade
away as they discover more about each other,
themselves, and Tahoe’s backcountry spaces.

This past month, I had a chance to sit down with
two lead crew members, Julia Kaseta and McKayla

Bull, and I enjoyed hearing the stories they told
of this booming program and its memorable
nights on the trail.

Julia Kaseta, Youth Programs Manager with the
TRTA, explained how the program has grown
over the years. “In 2022, we doubled the number
of campers thanks to generous donations and
the financial backing of our grantors. With this
community support, we were able to
accommodate an additional 100 kids on the trail
last summer and we’re excited to keep this
momentum going in 2023,” she explained.

This summer, the Tahoe Rim Trail Association is
inviting youth, ages 12-17, to join one of these
trail adventures regardless of experience level.
Each four-day trip is designed to teach teens
everything they need to know about backpacking
and camping to feel confident in the woods.
These important backcountry lessons help youth
gain the skills needed to overcome physical and
mental obstacles that present on the trail, as well
as life challenges experienced outside of the
program.
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McKayla Bull, Lead Youth Backcountry Instructor
with the TRTA, expands on how the program
supports these challenges. “For most kids, this is
the first time they’ve ever spent an entire day
without a phone or gaming system to keep them
distracted. Besides the physical challenge of a
good day’s hike, socializing with new faces on the
first day is always one of the most complex
obstacles for kids,” she informed me. Of course,
McKayla and the other instructors are well-
versed in keeping kids’ minds stimulated and
engaged on the trail. They utilize fun games and
camping tasks aimed at helping kids interact
while developing an awareness of their
surroundings.

Learning the Leave No Trace Principles on the
trail is a major component of the Youth
Backcountry Camp curriculum and includes fun
games like the "poop relay race” to drive home
the importance of minimizing all impacts in the
wilderness. Learning to filter water and keeping
a clean camp are all lessons that come in
extremely handy quickly while on the trail.

Publishers Note:

I remember growing up in the Cascade
mountains with my family, constantly being
outdoors and exploring the woods behind the
house for miles without parental supervision and
care. We would camp all summer off some forest
service road with dad and hunt on the weekends
while I was in school. But I don't recall cowboy
camping ever. Could I have done it at the age of
12 or 14?

These wilderness ethics concepts are especially
important to preserve the natural and cultural
history of the Tahoe region. This heritage of the
Sierra Nevada is something I, and most of us
who travel throughout the Sierra, have a hard
time comprehending.

However, as I spoke with McKayla and Julia, it
was reassuring to know that youth are learning
about the indigenous peoples of the region, the
Waší∙šiw Tribe, and that young members of the
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Tribe could participate in the program to
understand the significance of their own heritage
and connect with their ancestral lands.

In the TRTA’s Winter Edition Trail Blazer
magazine, McKayla tells a story of the Waší∙šiw
Tribe youth trip she was privileged to lead. These
youth had the opportunity to identify tools used
by their ancestors to grind grains in the granite
rocks of the Sierra, creating a deeper connection
with their heritage. A snippet from this article
stands out to me,

“By the next morning, the increased
comfort and joy these young people were
experiencing were palpable. They knew
how to unlock bear canisters, ignite
backcountry stoves, and cook dehydrated
mac-and-cheese. They jubilantly skipped
to the lake’s edge to fetch “dime” (water
in Waši∙šiw), setting up gravity filters like
seasoned backpackers while giving
thanks to the creator for the life-giving
element. You could see them starting to
feel their power.”

This moment from McKayla is from a morning
with a group of the Waši∙šiw youth that had
come to experience the land of their ancestors.

These magical experiences for youth in Tahoe are
second to none in value. Teens make new friends,
swim in alpine lakes, sleep under the stars, and
climb the region’s highest peaks all in four sweet
summer days. This summer, the TRTA and Zephyr
Point are partnering to offer six trip options,
ranging from a climb up Freel Peak and Star Lake
to a scenic beginner loop through Big Meadow
and Round Lake. Registration for these popular
backpacking trips is live at the Youth Backcountry
Camp webpage at tahoerimtrail.org/youth-
backcountry-camps. If you’re interested in
sending your child on one of these camps, sign up
before it fills and get your teen ready for the
adventure.

All images courtesy of the Tahoe Rim Trail
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Load all your favorite
outdoor toys, pack the bags
and call all the buddies.
Carson Valley is the perfect
spring playground for a
spring adventure travel,
recreation and food
destination.

Look no further than the
Carson Valley for world-
class golfing, mountain
biking, off-roading, fishing
and skiing, great food and
casual, laid-back nightlife.

As a local in the Carson
Valley, it is always fun to
bring in friends and visitors
to our home east of Lake
Tahoe. We refer to it as our
Base camp in the Sierra all
year round. Each spring, as
the snow blankets the
Sierra and the valley floor
warms, for me, it is the
perfect time for a guy's
weekend in the Carson
Valley. It is a place on the
Eastern Sierra front that is
blessed with space for all
the outdoor toys!

Triple Dip
We call the Spring season
Triple Dippin' time in the
Lake Tahoe region. That
beautiful time of the year
when you easily fit in three
unique Sierra Nevada
outdoor activities in a day.
In the Carson Valley, that
could involve a number of
options: Skiing, Mountain
Biking, Hiking, Off Roading,
Kayaking, Cycling, Golfing,
Shooting or Fishing.

So Pack the bags & outdoor
toys and meet your fellow
thrill-seeking adventure

maniacs in the Carson
Valley, for a much-
deserved adventure get-
away in the Dirt!

Book Your Stay
Staying in the Carson
Valley fits every style of
traveler. Carson Valley
includes four main
communities, each with
great options for your get-
away:

Genoa, the oldest
settlement in Nevada

Gardnerville and
Minden, neighboring
communities in the center
of Carson Valley

Topaz Lake is located in
the southern part of the
region, & near a reservoir
of the same name.

The Carson Valley Inn is a
great central hub for most
travelers coming to the
area. Located in Minden, its
central location to food,
entertainment and
recreation makes it a top
choice for visitors. It
provides Casino resort
amenities, RV parking, and
a traditional detached motel
for a quieter stay. The
eye-catching Nevada-
shaped pool is a favorite
among visitors all year
round. And the Carson
Valley Steak House and
Katies Country Kitchen
are local favorites.

Looking to stay closer to
the fishing action Topaz
Lodge on the border of

Nevada and California off
Highway 395 provides
excellent options as well for
travelers on Highway 395.

David Walley Resort
outside of Genoa provides
your group easy access to
the Genoa Hot Springs
and potentially the best
sunrise viewing location in
the Valley, within Walking
distance of Nevada's oldest
Thirst Parlor, the Genoa
bar.

Let's Play in the Dirt
Springtime in Carson Valley
is a great time to enjoy
mountain biking with
friends. The dirt trails are
perfect for riding; Trails are
typically in great shape
around the Valley by mid-
spring, free of mud and
snow. With stunning views
of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, you can take
advantage of all that nature
offers while having an
adventure-filled weekend
with your buddies. From
single-track technical trails
to wide-open fire roads,
there's something for
everyone in the Carson
Valley!

Trails that will give you that
spring thrill of being back
on the bike:

Genoa Trail System - We
suggest parking at the
Water tower North of Town
and riding south back into
town, but fair warning, the
last mile of downhill
switchbacks will make you
earn the beer at the Genoas
Old watering hole.
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The Clear Creek trail
network north of Genoa is
also a great ride, with
expanded possibilities of
riding up to Lake Tahoe if
the snow has melted
enough.

Check out the Pinyon Trail
south of town for a shorter
ride with epic views of the
Sierra. This 5-mile loop trail
has all the bells and
whistles. Extend your ride
by using the direct road
network around this Trail.
For detailed maps and
directions to trails , check
out the Carson Valley Trail
Association.

If four wheels are more
your speed, bring your
Quads or rent locally and
enjoy the remarkable;
places of the Pine Nut
Mountain Range to the east
of the Valley. The
Johnsonville OHV Launch
or the Seigel Mountain
OHV Launch areas provide
visitors and locals with
hundreds of miles of roads
and trails to explore. Seek
out the Wild Horse herds of
the region or climb Mt.
Seigel at 9'460 feet. It
provides an epic view of the
Carson Valley. Off Road
Nevada has great Trail and
road maps of the Pinenuts
that can be downloaded for
your adventure.

For us, it is a time to grab
the boots and hit a trail and
get some dirt hiking in after
a winter of snowshoeing.
The Clear Creek Trail
system north of town
provides a great trail
experience featuring Tall
pines, open desert, and
great vista views of the

Valley.

Spring Skiing
Spring Skiing near the
Carson Valley: Enjoy Epic
Views and World-Class
Slopes in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains!

For those looking for
downhill thrills on Lake
Tahoe's slopes or Kirkwood
Mountain Resort, both are
conveniently located just a
short drive from Minden.
Also, make Carson Valley
an excellent base camp
location for morning or
evening skiing. Let's take a
closer look at what each has
to offer!

Heavenly Ski Resort is
one of North America's
most popular ski resorts
due to its spectacular views
across Lake Tahoe and its
wide variety of terrain.
Located 15 miles from
Minden in South Lake
Tahoe, Heavenly offers
over 4,800 acres of skiable
terrain spread out over two
states (California &
Nevada). This resort will
challenge any skill level,
from beginner-groomed
runs to double black
diamond tree skiing. With
30 lifts and 96 trails, there
is plenty for everyone here
at Heavenly Ski Resort.

Kirkwood Ski Resort is
located just 30 miles from
Minden and offers a great
skiing experience for all
levels of skiers. With 2,300
acres of skiable terrain
spread over 15 bowls,
Kirkwood has something to
offer everyone. From
groomed runs to steep

chutes and wide open
powder fields, the resort
provides an array of
options that will challenge
even the most experienced
skier.

Additional options for your
crew's weekend adventure
nearby include Diamond
Peak Ski resort in North
Lake Tahoe and Mt Rose.

Fishing
Fishing at Lake Topaz and
the Carson River

Fishing enthusiasts will
want to beeline to the
Carson Valley this Spring
for an epic fishing
experience. Whether atop
Lake Topaz or along the
banks of the Carson River,
you can find some of the
best spring fishing
conditions for you and your
friends.

Fishing at Lake Topaz and
the Carson River is an
unbeatable Spring
experience. Located just
south of the beautiful
Carson Valley, Lake Topaz
offers anglers the chance
to catch some of the
region's best trout. The
lake holds a variety of
species - rainbow, brown,
and brook trout. Fish from
the shore or bring the boat,
as Topaz is well stocked
with specially tagged fish
for a local fishing derby
held each spring. Topaz
Lodge and Casino
properties also provide
visitors with great food and
entertainment options.

The season is open the
second Saturday in May
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Hit the Links and
score tremendous
views.
The first thing you need to
know about the four
beautiful golf courses in the
Carson Valley is the views
are stunning. The courses
will challenge you in all the
best ways, but the open
designs and great greens
make Carson Valley the
most undervalued golf
experience in the Sierra
Nevada. A part of what
locally they call the Divine

Nine golf courses, the Four
Carson Valley courses all
provide your group with
exceptional golfing
experience.

Carson Valley Golf Course is
our favorite local course
that wraps around the
Carson River with a
stunning landscape of
hundred of old cottonwood
trees lining the fairways
and greens. This course is
the easiest of golf courses,
but its character and charm
make up for it in spades.

The two Genoa Golf Courses
feature world-class golf
features, wide open skies
and crystal clear views of
the Sierra Nevada snow-
capped peaks on every hole.

Genoa Ranch Golf Course is
a golfer's paradise, offering
stunning views of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains and
wide-open fairways. With
its world-class features,
this golf course provides an
unforgettable experience
for all levels of golfers.
From beginner to advanced,
plenty of challenges can be

Carson Valley Hot Air Balloon Rides Wildlife is just part of the local scene in Genoa
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found on the 18 holes that
make up Genoa Ranch Golf
Course. The lush greens and
well-maintained bunkers
provide plenty of chances
for birdies and long drives
off the tee box. This course
also offers a beautiful
setting with majestic
mountain views in every
direction, making it one of
the most sought-after
courses in Northern
Nevada!

Genoa Lakes Course -
Luxury and performance
are the name of the game
on the Lakes Course. Co-
designed by PGA Champion
Peter Jacobsen and John
Harbottle III, this links-
style course with rolling
fairways meets head-on
with the eastern slopes of
the breathtaking Sierra
Nevada Mountains. Lush
wetlands and the winding
Carson River bring water
into 14 holes of play,
making long, straight drives
the order of the day. Home
to the U.S. Open Qualifier.

Finally, suppose you want
to test your skills and
experience a beautifully
challenging link-style
course with plenty of water
and landscape features. In
that case, The Sunridge
Golf and Recreation
facilities at the North end
of the Valley will have you
stunned by beauty and
complexity.

Sky's the Limit For
additional weekend
thrills in the Carson
Valley.
A perfect place To get a

new perspective Hot Air
Balloon rides or glider rides
in Carson Valley skies.

The most overlooked
adventure in Carson Valley
is the perfect way to bring
a little uniqueness to your
guys' adventure weekend.
Carson Valley skies are
world-renowned for their
floating capabilities.

From Skydiving to Glider
rides high above the Sierra
Range, Carson Valley
provides a little airtime for
all thrill levels. Choose from
Glider rides, hot air balloon
rides, or skydiving from
Carson valley airfields.

Soaking in Hot
Springs
The perfect way to end
your Day is a soak in one of
Carson Valley hot springs.
The Genoa Hot Springs
provides several pools and a
clean, relaxed environment
for your traveling crew, or
if you rather challenge your
riding skills and discover
the pristine wonders of the
Carson River Hotsprings
south of town.

Finish your Day at a
local favorite for
Food and Beverage.
After a day of activities,
relax at one of the local
favorite spots. Enjoy some
delicious food and sip on a
cold brew while enjoying
the stunning views of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains at
sunset. There is something
for everyone, from the
family-owned Minden Meat

& Deli to the BBQ stylings
at Sonny's BBQ shack,
there is something for
everyone. Here are a few
of the local favorites:

CV Steak House – Located
in downtown Minden,
Nevada, The CV
Steakhouse is a cozy
hangout spot to enjoy some
delicious eats and drinks
with your friends. This
locals' favorite eatery
serves up traditional steak
dishes like ribeye, sirloin,
and prime rib. All while
giving you and your crew
access to the largest
selection of gaming tables
in the area.

Minden Meat & Deli – For
a more casual dining
experience, check out the
family-owned eatery,
Minden Meat & Deli. This
local favorite provides
delicious fresh sandwiches
with prime cuts of meat
and homemade breads.
Enjoy the tasty deli items
for lunch, or grab some to-
go for an outdoor picnic.

Our Personal favorite in
Minden, Cook'd
restaurant and bar in
Minden, offers a unique
dining experience. Located
just a few blocks from
Carson Valley's historic
downtown area, Cook'd
provide an intimate
atmosphere with great food
and drinks. The menu
features classic American
dishes such as steak,
burgers, sandwiches, salads
and more. Its warm decor
and attentive service make
it the perfect spot to enjoy
dinner with friends or
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family. Plus, they offer some of the
best happy hour specials in town!

JT Bar and Grill in Gardnerville is
the perfect spot to enjoy a delicious
dinner with friends or family. Located
in the heart of downtown
Gardnerville, JT Bar and Grill offers an
inviting atmosphere with classic
Basque multi-course family-style
meals are plentiful and palate-
pleasing. Voted Best Basque
Restaurant in Carson Valley for over a
decade. This locals' favorite is
festive, family-oriented and fun.

The Genoa Bar: Nevada's First
Thirst Saloon

Built in 1853, the Genoa bar is an
institution in the area & offers a
great historical experience. The
Genoa Bar began serving as Nevada's
first "thirst bar" at the start of the
1855 season. The site of many movie
classics and a bar that has welcomed
many celebrities. None perhaps more
famous in the bar than the Late
Raquel Welch. In fact, Raquel Welch
was convinced to leave her bra
behind, which she did, as long as all
the other bras were taken down. Her
black leopard-print bra still hangs
from the rafters, and the removed
lingerie spills from a safe on the
saloon floor.

Whether you're looking for
excitement or relaxation, Carson
Valley is the perfect Spring
destination for your adventure
travel.So load all the toys because
with golfing, skiing, mountain biking
and fishing all within a short drive
from Minden this Spring, it'll surely
give you and your friends an
unforgettable experience!
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Our Perfect Spring “Triple”
in the Carson Valley

• Sunrise Hike on Hotsprings
Mountain or the Genoa
Ridge Trail

• Breakfast at The Cowboys
Cafe

• Golf at the Carson Valley
County Club

• Grab a late lunch at
Minden Meat & deli

• Kayaking the Carson River

• Grab Dinner At Cook’d
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The Kern River is a popular
destination for whitewater
rafting in California; located
3 hours North of Los
Angeles, the Kern river is
known for its scenic beauty,
challenging rapids, and
diverse wildlife. With over
40 miles of river to explore,
the Kern offers a variety of
rafting experiences for
beginners and seasoned
adventurers alike.

In 2023 expectations are
already soaring for an epic
year on the water. The Kern
river flows into Lake
Isabella at the southern Tip
of the Sierra Nevada. Much
like Lake Powel in Las
Vegas, Lake Isabella has
made plenty of headlines
for its disappearing lake
water over the past couple

of seasons of drought. With
the 2023 snowpack in the
Sierra Nevada being above
average, I thought I would
check in with local experts
on the expectations for the
2023 season.

Matt Volpert, the owner of
the Kern River Outfitters,
has been guiding and
floating the Kern river most
his life and has over 20,000
river miles under his belt. A
family-owned business
started by his father over
40 years ago. Matt is
ecstatic to see the snow
levels this year in the Sierra
and believes that Lake
Isabela and the entire
region will be full of
excellent water action all
summer. So confident they
are of high water that the

Kern River Outfitters have
already initiated their High
Water safety Policy for
2023- restricting some age
limits for the big water
rides.

The Kern River Outfitters is
one of several permitted
guide services on the Kern.
A highly recommended
service for visitors is the
Kern river, as it is known
for its Class 3- 5 level
rapids.

Matt and his family have a
long history of guiding
guests down large rivers.
His Brother Runs the
Salmon river in Idaho and
Rogue Rivers in Oregon as
well. Matt, who took over
his father's operations here
on the Kern Guiding guests
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to the area, now Employs
over 50 individuals every
summer to bring guests an
incredible safe rafting
experience in the Southern
Sierra.

Guide Services run May
through Labor Day weekend
each summer, with guests
having options of Half Day,
Full Day or the most
popular, a two-day rafting
experience on the lower
Kern filled with Class III, IV,
and V rapids and an evening
at their Riverside camp.
Riverside camping with Kern
River outfitters sets them
apart from the others
because of their exclusive
riverside campground that
splits the two-day trip in
half, giving guests the best
two-day experience
possible.

Kernville
Kernville is a base camp for
most that visit and has an
exuberant outdoor
community. Kayakers,
Mountain bikers &

backpackers converge on
the local brew pub daily for
tails of the Day's
adventures.

The SFChronicle named
it as one of 8 California
small towns you must
visit.
Present-day Kernville has
flourished and attracts
visitors looking for a wild
west experience to families
and adventure seekers fixed
on whitewater rafting and
kayaking to stand-up
paddling and tubing to
mountain biking, rock
climbing, hiking, camping,
antiquing and other
recreational activities.
Fishing is extremely popular
and our native trouts are
highly sought after by
anglers of all ages. Kernville
is also the gateway to the
Trail of 100 Giants and
many other Giant Sequoia
groves within the Giant
Sequoia National
Monument.

"Growing up in the river

outfitting business, I know
what it takes to run, not a
good rafting trip, but a
great one. Our guides, my
family and myself, are
committed to providing a
safe, and fun river trip that
will be the highlight of your
summer. For those
interested in the other
rivers that we run, my older
Brother Will is an outfitter
in Oregon (Indigo Creek
Outfitters) and my younger
Brother Skip handles our
Middle Fork of the Salmon
operation (Idaho River
Journeys)." ~ Matt Volpert
Owner of Kern River
Outfitters

Top to bottom, the Lower
Kern river travels 19.24
miles. A Permit is required
for all watercraft on the
Kern, but they are free, so
boaters only need ask. Local
knowledge of the river is
good to have. Matt and his
team have developed the
Kern River Guide Book. A
downloadable guide with
detailed rapid-by-rapid
descriptions and where to
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put in and get out. With one
Class VI staring visitors in the
face a guided service might be
your best bet for an over-the-
top great and safe experience.

The Kern River is one
California's Wild and Scenic
Rivers. The Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, signed into law in
1968, aims to protect and
preserve America's
remaining free-flowing
rivers and their outstanding
natural, cultural, and
recreational values. The Kern
River was added to this
prestigious list in 1987,
making it one of only a few
rivers in California with this
designation. The Kern River's
designation as a Wild and
Scenic River acknowledges
its unique and irreplaceable
natural and cultural
resources and the need to
manage and protect them
for future generations. This
designation has not only
helped preserve the natural
beauty and ecosystem of the
Kern River. Still, it has also
ensured that visitors can
continue to enjoy the
recreational opportunities it
provides.
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TAKE ME TO
THE LAKE

Water. It has so much power in life. In
California, water is a precious commodity.
However, those looking to escape and
discover water's beauty and healing power
to the soul only need to drive into the
Feather River basin. With 1,000 miles of
streams and over 100 lakes, the Feather
River basin is California's most water-rich
des�na�on.

The water, a source of life, riches and
growth, has brought life to this secluded
region of the state for genera�ons. An area
steeped in history, today's feather region
basin is a des�na�on for outdoor
enthusiasts and vaca�on travelers looking to
escape the crowds and busy life of the city.

Travelers are welcomed by rushing rivers
and steep canyons that support an
extensive train track network, but for many,
the des�na�on, in the end, is the Lake.

Which Lake? That is the correct ques�on.
Plumas County and the Feather River basin
are home to the eighth-largest Lake in
California, Lake Almanor. So that is the
premier des�na�on for travelers. But you
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will find in your travels that
many lakes surrounding Lake
Almanor are perfect for a
weekend getaway or family
vaca�on. And a few might
become your favorite mountain
des�na�on retreat.

In our visits to Plumas County
region over the years, I have
come to enjoy the variety of
lake experiences in this part of
my travels. We have spent �me
hiking, fishing and swimming in
several of the area's more
prominent and easy-to-get-to
lakes. In addi�on, my wife and I
have vaca�oned here in the off
seasons to escape the hustle of
everyday life and enjoy the
mountains in their purest and
quietest forms.

So we hope you will enjoy our
Guide to Lake vaca�ons in the
Feather River Basin:

How to get to the
Feather River Basin:
The Feather River Basin is
Located North of Truckee,
California and West of Lake
Oroville. The main Highways in
the region are Highway 70,
heading East from Lake Oroville
and Highway 89, North from
Truckee. Reno and Eastern
Sierra residents o�en head
North of 395 to Hallelujah
Junc�on, where they will meet
up with the 70.

When considering Lake
vaca�ons in this part of the
state, there are a few factors to
consider in finding your perfect
loca�on.

Resort Des�na�ons or Bed and
Breakfast style lodging is
plen�ful in your travels, as well
as RV campgrounds and dude

ranch accommoda�ons. Of
Course, wilderness backpacking
and dispersed camping are
popular in this por�on of the
Sierra.

Feature Lake
Des�na�ons
Lake Almanor

Lake Almanor - 52 miles of lake
shoreline just wai�ng to be
explored. A top-rated fishing
des�na�on year-round in
California and home to the
annual professional bass
tournament, Lake Almanor is a
classic American family lake
des�na�on.

Three Marinas support Lake
Almonor:

Big Cove Resort

"Water is considered the elixir and source

of life. It covers more than 70% of the

Earth's surface, makes up nearly 70% of

our bodies, and constitutes over 70% of our

heart and brains. This deep biological

connection has been shown to trigger an

immediate response in our brains when

we're near water.” 2014 book Blue Mind, by

Wallace Nichols
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Plumas Pines

Kno�y Pines

Plus 5 Public Acces Beaches
areas for picnics, swimming,
kayak launch etc., for families
to enjoy. The Scenic value is off
the charts on a clear day on the
Lake. The Dixie fire affected
Lake Almanor, and several
areas near the Lake were burnt
extensively. S�ll, the Lake area
is stunning all around the Lake,
and the burn areas are already
showing signs of recovery.

Boat Rentals, Kayaks and guide
services are all available around
the Lake in mul�ple loca�ons,
and the Town of Chester on the
North edge of the Lake has all
the rural town ameni�es you
would like on a family vaca�on,
including burgers & ice cream
cones, fuel stops and more.

Staying at Lake Almanor

Lake Almanor is lucky to have
just about every lodging op�on
available. Lake Almanor has it
all, from fantas�c vaca�on
rentals on the Lake with direct
access to the lake and boat
docks to RV parks and camping
along the Lake's edge. Fantas�c
B&Bs, motels and resorts are a
li�le further from the banks of
the Lake but are great
alterna�ves to lakeside
housing.. Find the perfect place
to stay at Lake Almanor!

Near Lake Almanor, visitors also

enjoy Bu� Reservoir. on either
side of the Lake for great
fishing and RV camping
op�ons.

Lassen Volcanic Na�onal Park
South entrances are also
nearby for Juniper Lake
(Juniper Lake camping Facili�es
were destroyed in the Dixie
Fire)

Bucks Lake and Bucks Lake
Wilderness

Bucks lake is a PG&E-managed
lake se�ng at 5200' in the
Sierra. It is located 17 miles
from Quincy California and is
the doorway to Bucks Lake
wilderness. This beau�ful
mountain lake has 17 miles of
shoreline nad is popular for
families and adventure
enthusiasts all year round.
(Winter by snowmobile or
cross-country skiing only). The
Lake boasts sandy beaches,
drama�c boulders, aspen
groves, and tall pines. Bucks
Lake a�racts fishermen,
campers, hikers, and water
sports enthusiasts in the
summer.

Bucks Lake has several lodging
and camping op�ons. Haskins
Valley Campground is operated
by PG&E, and there are several
private campgrounds, resorts,
and RV spots to choose from
for overnight stays.

Boat rentals, jet skis, bait,
tackle, and groceries are
available at the Lakeshore
Resort and the Bucks Lake
Marina. Many supplies are also
available at the Haskin's Valley
Resort and Store.

Plumas Na�onal Forest also
operates an interpre�ve site. At
the Sandy Point Public Boat
Ramp, there are five
campgrounds, a picnic and Day
Use areas on the Lake. Learn
more about Plumas Na�onal
Forest ameni�es at Bucks Lake.

Those who like a li�le more city
life on their vaca�ons will find
Quincy a perfect place to stay
and enjoy daily drives up to the
Bucks lake or a�ernoons at the
river, a relaxing habit. The
Quincy Feather Bed Inn is a
popular choice for vaca�oners
in Quincy.

Lake Davis

Lake Davis is a beau�ful
mountain lake featuring great
fishing, lakeside camping and
bald eagle perches along the
lakeshore trail. Its loca�on just
outside of Portola gives visitors
op�ons for their stay. Most tot
his area bring thir camp trailers
or RV because of the plethora
of Rv suitable camp spots near
the Lake. Grizzly Campground is
a personal favorite of ours if
you can reserve a spot. It sits at
5,800 feet and has 32 miles of
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shoreline.

The Lake is home to a variety of
fish. Rainbow, Brook, and
Brown Trout. Large-mouth
Bass, Brown Bullhead, and
Pumpkin Seed.

LOST AND FOUND
GRAVEL GRINDER

Ge�ng to the lookout is via
logging roads. The road is
suitable for driving, hiking, or
mountain biking. The eleva�on
gain in a short distance is 2,600
feet.

This is an annual ride held near
the Lake. The route varies a
li�le each year. It starts in the
City Park in Portola. The Sierra
Bu�es Trail Stewardship hosts
this ride each year. The ride
usually sells out each year.
Make sure to register early. If
interested in this ride, op�ons
of a 35-mile, 60-mile, or 100-
mile route are available. Make
sure to register early. This ride
allows you to experience one of
the beau�ful backcountry

routes in the Lost Sierra and
learn more about others great
routes.

The Lakes Basin Lakes

The Lakes Basin is a magical
place to disappear and enjoy
nature. the Lakes basin with
over 20 small lakes, impressive
peaks, 30+ miles of trails,
waterfalls, and picturesque
campgrounds and historic
lodges it is a crown jewel in the
Plumas Na�onal Forest. While
only nine miles away from
Graeagle, the Lakes Basin
Recrea�on Area truly gives you
that "Lost Sierra" feel with
world-class trails and high
mountain views without the
crowds.

Frenchmans Lake

Looking for seclusion and quiet
evenings in the mountains.
Frenchmans is possibly the
most accessible mountain lake
to escape the crowds and noise
of city life?

Frenchman Lake is a top-notch
lake for catching rainbow trout
and bullhead ca�ish. The Lake
also has Crayfish. There are six
fishing access points located
around the Lake.

Fishing is available year-round
during the winter months; the
Lake is an excellent spot for ice
fishing. Ice fishing has many
inherent dangers associated
with it. Goodwin General Store
is available by phone for
current condi�ons on the lake
call 530-993-4683 for current
condi�ons.

Li�le Last Chance Scenic Area is
the entranceway to Frenchman
Lake Recrea�on Area. It is a
ten-minute drive from Chilcot-
Vinton on route 284. Even if
Frenchman Lake is not your
des�na�on, this is worth a
stop.

Bu� Valley Reservoir

Located next to Lake Almanor,
Bu� Valley reservoir is a great
lake for family fun. Bu�
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The drive from Taylorsville up
to Antelope Lake is beau�ful,
with wildflowers, craggy
mountains, and big views of
the valley below. Make sure to
stop in at Young's Market in
Taylorsville for supplies and
special items for a picnic.
Antelope Lake is in a remote

and unique corner of the Lost
Sierra–perfect for intrepid
explorers and nature lovers.

Of Course, there are also
the Mineral rich lakes of
Lassen Volcanic Na�onal
Park.

• Manzanita Lake

• Helen Lake

• Juniper Lake

• Summit Lake

• Bu�e Lake

• Ridge Lakes

Reservoir is known for trophy-
size trout, averaging 18 inches.
Bu� Valley is open year-round
for fishing. Bu� Creek opens
the Saturday preceding
Memorial Day through
September 30th.

Looking for a laid-back, quiet
lake with great fishing? Bu�
Lake is a good choice for a
family camping trip offering
solitude while fishing. This
Lake is suited to those who
would like to fish without
speed boats nearby. The speed
limit is five miles per hour.
Water skiing and jet skis are
not allowed on the Lake.

This picturesque mountain lake

lies at an eleva�on of 4,150
feet and is five miles long and
about three-quarters of a mile
across.

The Lake is a short distance
form Chester and is quieter
than Lake Almanor.

2021 Dixie Fire burned this
area, and the impacts of this
megafire will be seen for many
years to come.

While the views have changed,
the Lake and surrounding lands
remain beau�ful, and the fire
presents an opportunity to
watch natural regrowth and
recovery.

Bu� Valley is an ideal lake for

canoeing, kayaking, and
sailboa�ng. Bring your floa�es,
relax in the water, and soak up
the sun.

Antelope Lake

Antelope Lake lies above
Indian Valley in the Plumas
Na�onal Forest, about 30 miles
northeast of Taylorsville. It is a
quiet and remote mountain
lake making it a favorite spot
for fishermen, families, and
those who want to escape the
bustle of busier lakes. The
eleva�on of the Lake is 5,069
feet and it has nearly 15 miles
of shoreline to explore by boat,
kayak, or paddle board.
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BY Craig Cooper

Snowshoeing the
TRT to

Big Meadow



BY Craig Cooper

Snowshoeing the

Big Meadow

Snowshoeing to Big Meadow has
been on my winter hiking bucket list
for years. There’s nothing quite like
hiking out to a snow filled meadow
surrounded by nature, mountains and
views in every direc�on.

Big Meadow Trailhead is located off
of Highway 89 between Christmas
Valley and Hope Valley, south of
South Lake Tahoe. The trailhead
parking lot was not plowed when I
visited but with plenty of plowed
areas for parking along the side of
Highway 89. The trailhead was a bit
challenging to find due to the heavy
snowpack. I ended up forging my own
path in order to find my way to the
trail. With the incredible winter we
have had this year, I highly
recommend coming well prepared.
The snow was extremely deep, and I
definitely needed my deep powder
snowshoes this day un�l reaching the
meadow, where the trail mellowed
out.

The meadow is located along the
Tahoe Rim Trail, approximately 0.5
miles from Big Meadow Trailhead. To
reach the meadow, it requires about
100� gain in eleva�on, making it an
extremely family friendly trail or for
those wan�ng a mellow day out in
the Sierra wilderness. The meadow is
absolutely stunning, surrounded by
mountains and forests begging to be
explored.

I decided to hike across the meadow
and con�nue along the trail for as
long as my legs could tolerate.
Fortunately, the majority of the trail

to Big Meadow was already packed
down from prior hikers. However,
upon reaching the opposite end of
the meadow, my already packed
down trail suddenly ceased, and I was
on my own to reach my des�na�on. I
ended up snowshoeing for 1.5 more
miles before reaching a beau�ful
lookout overlooking Round lake. At
this point, I decided to turn around to
head back to the trailhead and was
welcomed with incredible views of
Mount Tallac along the way. My
round-trip hike ended at 4.9 miles
with a total eleva�on gain of 740�.
Well worth it!
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A�er being on my bucket list for
years, I can confidently say that Big
Meadow definitely did not
disappoint and proved to be a day
out in the Sierra that I will cherish for
years to come. With the amount of
snow that we have received this year,
I am looking forward to venturing out
into the Sierra to explore even more
areas of which I am looking forward
to sharing with you all!
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TRAVEL ANDTRAVEL AND
PLAY LIKE A LOCAL.PLAY LIKE A LOCAL.

Attention Sierra Business owners,
Claim your free l ist ing today at

www.locals-choice.com /submit-listing/www.locals-choice.com /submit-listing/

LOCAL’SCHOICELOCAL’SCHOICE
Minden NV | Tel. No.: 1-775-546-30651-775-546-3065 | Email: localschoice@gmail.comlocalschoice@gmail.com

/ localschoicenevada /localschoice/

Discover Reno — Tahoe Favorites for your summer travel.

www.locals-choice.comwww.locals-choice.com
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Ten Great Spring Hiking
Des�na�ons

As spring approaches, hikers pack
away the snowshoes and start
looking for early-season access to
backcountry lakes and river valleys.
Waterfalls run in every nook and
cranny, and low mountain meadows
are teaming with wildlife and
mountain lake fish starving for a
worm.

Here are ten incredible spring hiking
experiences we love and you might
add to your spring i�neraries. Access
to this season list may be delayed on
many of these seasonal trials
because of the 2023 snowpack, so
check before you go,



Arnold Rim Trail
Arnold Rim Trail offers
breathtaking vistas with
panoramic views and deep
canyons & Old growth forest.

Horsetail
Falls
Horestail falls trail
located off highway 50
near Lake Tahoe. The
short 2 mile hike will
take you into the fringe
of Desola�on wilderness.
This region was burnt
severely in 2021, but the
Waterfall is stunning. It
falls in stages for nearly
500�.

Calaveras
Big Trees
State Park
We love hiking in the spring at
Calaveras Big Tree State Park.
The Dogwood blooms at the
base of the giant trees is
simply beau�ful. Giant
Sequoias dominate ponderosa
pines, sugar pines, incense
cedars and white fir

Lundy Canyon
This is likely to be a mix of dirt an
snow in the spring, but this
stunning canyon has a great spring
waterfall. Check out ac�ve Beaver
ac�vity.

Cascade Falls
This short &popular Lake tahoe hike
is located near Emeral bay and gives
guests a great view of the Lake Tahoe
Basin.
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Hetch Hetchy - Yosemite Na�onal Park
The hike to Wapama Falls is incredible. The bridge
across in the spring can be dangerous but wow!

Lane and
Rossevelt Lake -
Leavi� Meadow
The hike into the Hoover
Wilderness from Highway
108 is stunning as soon as
the road opens to Leavi�
Meadows. Bring your
fishing poles.

Bassi Falls
Bassi Falls is great spring
hike located in the Crystal
Basin in Eldorado County.
Bassi Falls is a 130�
cascading waterfall. The
hike follows the river which
makes a great spring
experience.

Black Point Fissures
Trust us. In late spring go find these
fissures. The Black sand will lead
the way. Finding them is an
adventure alone next to Mono
Lake.

Carson Iceberg
Wilderness
High Trail
Possibly the most
underrated trial in the
central Sierra. Hike in to
the Carson iceberg
Wilderness for Meadows,
Vistas, River Valleys.
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California State Parks is proud to announce the
availability of a new mobile app that will make it
easier for visitors to connect with nature and
enhance access for all to the na�on’s largest state
park system. Powered by OuterSpa�al, the
mobile app is free and provides visitors with real-
�me updates about on-the-ground condi�ons
and access to a library of park and trail
informa�on, including direc�ons to parks,
interac�ve maps, visitor guidelines, park
brochures, points of interest, events and more.

California State Park app

Download the official California State Park app
before heading to the outdoors.

“During the pandemic, public lands provided an
incredible sanctuary for humans around the
world. Californians visited our iconic state parks
in large numbers, with many visi�ng the outdoors
for the first �me,” said California State Parks
Director Armando Quintero. “We’re excited that
many people discovered the benefits of the
outdoors. With the OuterSpa�al-powered app,
new and avid outdoor enthusiasts will be more
prepared for their outdoor experiences by being

able to view real-�me updates, such as trail
closures or parking restric�ons, at home or while
exploring the outdoors.”

Below are some of the things visitors can do with
the new app:

Get transit, biking, walking and driving direc�ons
to their favorite state park and trails.

Navigate safely while on trails by knowing which
trails are suitable for hikers, bikers, equestrians
and their furry friends.

Locate parking, restrooms, picnic areas and other
park ameni�es.

Access informa�on about natural, cultural and
historical points of interest.

Share experiences and photos and connect with
others who love the outdoors using a social
feature.

Engage with park staff to show their apprecia�on
and le�ng them know about maintenance and
other issues.

California State Parks Launches Digital Passport Program
to Broaden Access and Deepen Engagement Across
Na�on’s Largest State Park System
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Discover other regional, state
and na�onal outdoor public
spaces nearby.

To get started, visitors can
follow this link:
outerspa�al.link/csp. If on an
iOS or Android device, following
this link will download the
OuterSpa�al app and take the
visitor directly to the California
State Parks community. If on a
desktop device, following this
link will take the visitor to the
California State Parks
community on the OuterSpa�al
website, where they can then
seamlessly transi�on into the
app using tooling on the
website.

As a reminder, it is always
helpful for visitors to have a
solid understanding of the
terrain prior to visi�ng, and it is
even more helpful when that
knowledge is augmented by
tools to help keep them
oriented and safe. A physical
map, compass, GPS-enabled
device or phone with plenty of
ba�ery life and previously
loaded with apps and maps is
essen�al to naviga�on in the
remote parts of California.



Keystone of
Recreation Within
Species Conservation
By - Jamie Hinrichs, Public Affairs Specialist
Pacific Southwest Regional Office
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Rumor has it that outdoor recreation and species conservation are at odds. Outdoor
activities and infrastructure are often typecast as an inevitable threat to forest flora and
fauna. However, a collaboration between the Forest Service and a destination ski resort
is turning that stereotype on its head to protect a keystone tree — the whitebark pine.

Heavenly Mountain Resort (Heavenly) spans the California-Nevada border in South
Lake Tahoe. With 7,050 acres of national forest land on the Lake Tahoe Basin
Management Unit (LTBMU) and the Humboldt –Toiyabe National Forest, it operates
under a special use permit. In many ways, this permit fosters a unique relationship
between the Forest Service and the resort, one which also has significant benefits for
the local economy. Ski areas on national forest lands, like Heavenly, support about
64,000 full- and part-time jobs and contributed about $1.8 billion in 2021-2022 to the
state’s gross domestic product.

Equally important is the access to outdoor activities mountain resorts provide on
national forests. At Heavenly that includes downhill skiing, snowboarding, snowbiking,
tubing, and more. Heavenly and the Forest Service also collaborate on public
programming that blends recreation with conservation education. Winter Trek bundles
fifth graders onto a gondola to snowshoe at 9,100 feet and learn about water
conservation, land stewardship, and fire and forest ecology of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
And the Ski with a Ranger program offers free guided tours to the public where they
learn about environmental stewardship and the role of the Forest Service in ski areas.

A whitebark pine exposed, but at home, on an outcrop within the Desolation Wilderness
near South Lake Tahoe. (USDA Forest Service photo)

“Although there is high visitation in this concentrated area, the Forest Service and
Heavenly work together to provide recreational enjoyment while also protecting sensitive
species,” said Cecilia Reed, Mountain Resorts Manager on the LTBMU and Eldorado
National Forest. The ongoing, collaborative efforts to protect the whitebark pine
illustrates the symbiosis of those two goals.
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The whitebark pine is a common sight at Heavenly, even if many visitors don’t know it by
name. Adapted to the gusts and freeze of high elevations, it often has a windswept
appearance, suggesting motion in its stillness.

So why should we protect the whitebark pine? It’s a keystone species — one that other
species in an ecosystem depend on. The whitebark provides food and habitat for wildlife,
especially the Clark’s nutcracker. This jay-sized bird relies on the seeds, and in turn helps
disperse the seed for natural regeneration.

“The whitebark pine also contributes to the scenic quality of Heavenly Mountain Resort,”
said Emma Williams, Forest Botanist on the LTBMU. “You can see them as you're riding
up the lifts. They have a very unique structure — multi stemmed, short and stocky and
grow in these clusters. At those higher elevations, visitors really like to weave in and out
of trees. So whitebark pines offer that experience.”

Views of snow-dusted whitebark pine seen from the Skyline Trail looking at Ski Ways
Glades at the Heavenly Mountain Resort (Photo courtesy of Jack Morris)

But this tree is in trouble. As of December 2022, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
officially recognized the whitebark pine as a threatened species under the Endangered
Species Act of 1973. A series of interconnected stressors have contributed to its decline.

“Mountain pine beetle outbreaks and white pine blister — a lethal non-native fungus —
are two of the major threats to this species across its range,” said Williams. “Additionally,
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drought, climate change, and altered fire
regimes are impacting the health of forests
in the west, and whitebark pines share that
vulnerability.”

A member of the USFS botany crew
inspects whitebark pine that has been
impacted by a mountain pine beetle
outbreak. (USDA Forest Service photo)

Although the official listing of the whitebark
pine as a threatened species is new, the
desire to protect this species is not.
Heavenly and the LTBMU have been
collaborating on management of the
whitebark pine for years as the species was
identified as a candidate for listing by U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service in 2011 and the
Pacific Southwest Region of the Forest
Service identified it as a Forest Service
sensitive species in 2013. Efforts include
surveys and mapping to locate where
dominant populations are growing and
review of recreation projects to mitigate
impacts to the species.

“We have a healthy population up here,”
said Blair Davidson, Senior Analyst for
Mountain Planning at Heavenly Mountain
Resort. “Together with the Forest Service,
the team here at Heavenly is actively
working to do more in service of helping this
species thrive.”

Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
botanist and Heavenly Mountain Resort
consultants surveying for whitebark pine as
part of project planning at the resort. (USDA
Forest Service photo)

Equipment and training
for the unexpected

emergency.

h�ps//mymedic.com

Go Prepared
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My Hidden Garden:
A True Place, A True Wilderness Experience
By William Finch

Hidden treasures of Twin Lakes
Trail in Desola�on Wilderness

I have a story to warm the
hearts of the most avid hikers
as well as the first-�me novice
hikers entering the Desola�on

Wilderness.

By way of introduc�on … To set
the stage … In the later part of
my life … a�er my re�rement, I
began to hike in the

Sierra high country areas of
Desola�on Wilderness, mostly
from the Twin Lakes Trailhead.

I hiked to explore, to discover,
to enjoy, and to gather
abundant memories (including

hundreds of digital memories)
all

the while ac�vely seeking the
highest degree of solitude and
immersion to enable achieving
the ul�mate wilderness
experience

possible.

My collec�on of memories
along this life journey will
con�nue to sustain me in
future �mes when I can no
longer go exploring

but can call upon my many
memories of this remarkable
place I’m going to tell you
about.

I arrived at the Twin Lakes
trailhead as the morning was
awaking. The air was as s�ll
could be, and the forest birds
were

welcoming the new day singing
their songs as they began their
daily search for food. It was a
cold day – that meant no
mosquitoes – for a while at
least.

On this morning, I was hiking
alone. My journey was to take
me to Island Lake. My place to
stop for a rest along the way
was near a series of waterfalls
not far off the trail. I no�ced
something I had not previously
seen as I rested and enjoyed



their usual pageant of beauty,
ac�vity, and sound from the
fast-flowing cascading water.
At the point just below where
the last waterfall fell into a
small pool, the stream
seemed to flow out of sight
and disappear into an
uninvi�ng overgrown thicket
of tangled brush and bushes
as it con�nued flowing to the
west.

I could not see where the
stream was heading beyond
the thicket. And I saw no way
through the entanglement.
Determined, I backtracked
along the main trail un�l the
scrub forest thinned out
enough to allow me to see
farther into the area where I
suspected the stream came
out on the west side of the
thicket.

I le� the trail and hiked
through the scrub forest to
see more. In a few minutes, I
could hear the stream flowing
ahead, and I could get
glimpses of flat bare granite
extending out into an open
area downstream. Looking
upstream, into the morass of
the thicket, I could see large
cracked and broken flat
granite slabs and boulders
that lay in a chao�c manner
onto and overlapping one
another. It was a scene that
could only have been created
by forces of prehistoric earth
movements and more recent

glacial ac�on (recent in
geological terms).

When I reached the edge of
the stream, I noted that its
flow here was only a small
measure of the flow that I had
just witnessed cascading over
the waterfalls upstream. It
was easy to step across this
first stream from where I
could see another stream of
approximately the same low
amount of flow in the
distance. I became intrigued
to find where the rest of the
water was flowing a�er
making its way under and
through the thicket.

In half an hour, I concluded
that the stream had divided
into three or more streams
that followed several different
water courses headed around
and about to the west. (Later
that hiking season and in
seasons that followed, I
determined that at the
varying heights of the runoff
created by the spring thaw,
there were as many as five
streams that carried water
through this remarkable area
before merging again into one
before flowing downstream.)

In addi�on to the granite and
stream(s), I discovered, an
abundance of flora growing
and blooming everywhere,
par�cularly along the edges
of the streams and in cracks
in the granite slabs.



The cracks, full of flora,
appeared to be laid out in
linear geometric pa�erns as if
nature had been prac�cing
landscape design. So sublime
and remarkable was the
display nature offered here and
elsewhere in this area, my
breath was literally taken away.
As I con�nued on into this
newly discovered area that first
day, more wonders unfolded
before my eyes. I began to
recognize this was a special
place in this wilderness I had to

explore more fully. I wanted a
full reveal of all the treasures
this fantas�c area offered me
in my search for solitude and
the fulfillment of my quest for
the perfect wilderness
experience.

On just about every hike into
the wilderness high country
from then on, I would detour
from the well-worn trail to
venture into the forest and on
into the expanse of my
“Hidden Garden.” (a name that
I had bestowed upon this
wonderful discovery of mine.)

Many �mes over the following
years, I would share my
“Garden” with friends with
whom I o�en hiked. Some
were sa�sfied with just a
glimpse of the area before
urging we move on. One friend
of mine did grow an
a�achment to the Garden
similar to my own. We would
make it our day hiking
des�na�on with ample �me to
spend walking about the area

as if it were our own private
park taking pictures, having
lunch, and just enjoying nature
for a day. If I knew I wanted to
spend a full day there, I would
hike alone. As every hiker
knows, there is no subs�tute
for the freedom you have
when you are by yourself.

I would re-visit my Garden as
o�en as I could at different
�mes of the summer hiking
season. I followed all the
seasonal branch streams as
they meandered their way
throughout the garden area as
they, rejoined, and then parted
again. When they finally
rejoined again at the west end
of the Garden, the full stream
became a raging torrent of
water cascading down into a
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cle� in the granite for about a
quarter of a mile. There the
cascade plunged into a quiet
pool. Here, the stream seemed
to rest before moving on
around the corner and down
the next mountain slope.

During my explora�ons, I
immersed myself in all of the
wilderness features taking
copious digital pictures of
everything around me,
especially the blooming flora
during their seasonal growth
and bloom.

Now, for you, the hiker and
reader, let me invite you to find
and visit my “Hidden Garden.”
It is located on the west side of
Desola�on Wilderness, away
from the main trail to Twin
Lakes. It is a place unseen from
the main trail and there is no
apparent path to it. It is located
just west beyond where the
stream flowing down from
Twin Lakes tumbles over a
series of cascading waterfalls.
The last waterfall is about eight
feet high and can be as much
as fi�y feet wide depending on
the amount of runoff from the
con�nuing snowmelt that has
filled the Twin Lakes to
overflowing.

This li�le “Hidden Garden”
area that I discovered some
�me ago is an amazing place
that measures, by my rough
es�mate, about 150 yards wide
to 300 yards long from east to

west. It is mostly open and
easy to move about crossing
the streams by gingerly
stepping, hopping, or jumping
from one granite slab to
another. The area is very much
like a giant rock garden with
water features. The wri�ngs of
John Muir come to life as you
will experience first-hand his
“glad li�le brooks” and enjoy
“hopping from rock to rock.”
Granite is the prominent
feature here along with the
meandering streams and
occasional pools. But, perhaps,
overshadowing these features
is the blooming season of the
abundant flowers found almost
everywhere in the “Garden.”

The full array of the flora here
ranges from 60-foot tall conifer
species down to �ny li�le
flowers that almost defy
detec�on. The number of

wildflower varie�es growing
beside the streams and out of
cracks in the rocks (previously
men�oned) is the most I’ve
encountered in any one area.
The mix of colors everywhere is
stunning. This drama�c color
presenta�on is only possible
through the works of nature
over thousands of years. The
cracks and gaps in the rock
have become filled with soil
that is held in place by past
years’ plant roots to prevent
the compost from being
washed away by spring runoff.
Addi�onally, nourishment for
these growing areas is
replenished each �me spring
runoff floods the area. The new
growth appears soon a�er the
snow has melted and the
runoff flood levels have
receded. The blooming
pageant starts soon therea�er
and con�nues well into the
month of July and some�mes
early August.

This is the place where I first
found an unusual li�le flower I
had never seen before or had
ever known about. It is called
the “Li�le Elephant’s Head”—
Pedicularis a�ollens. You can
easily see how it got its name. I
look for it every �me I go into
the Garden.

As I wrote, my “Hidden
Garden” was more than a
chance discovery. It was based
on my curiosity and follow-
through to see the yet unseen.
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Soon enough, it became my
inspira�onal place, my special
place, my true place. It isn’t a
known place, neither visible
from the main trail nor
appearing on any topo map. It
first presented itself to me
through my discovery that day
and then physical and spiritual
connec�ons were born

through subsequent
explora�on. It became my True
Place “It is not down in any
map; True Places never are.”
(Herman Melville)

My “Hidden Garden” has
become one of my most
treasured Wilderness
Experiences.

When you are looking for that
special place where you can
immerse yourself in a total
wilderness experience,
remember my “Hidden Garden”
is one of those special places.
Within the solitude of this
Garden you can find your bliss.
If you can find my “Garden”
from the clues I’ve incorporated
in this ar�cle, you, too will
realize harmony with your
surroundings. This connec�on
is the basis for a wilderness

experience at its best and
fullest.

However, if you do not find my
Garden, please know that these
“Special Places” exist anywhere
in the wilderness, just wai�ng
to be discovered by people like
you who may be looking for
their own li�le slice of heaven. I
suggest you invest some �me
looking for yours. Your search in
and of itself will be a big part of

your overall wilderness
experience. The first criteria is
that your special place should
be away from people, so that
means off the trail somewhere
so that you are alone with
nature and free from any
poten�al interrup�on of any
kind. Implicit within the first
criteria is the second criteria of
solitude. It is mandatory.

I wish you Good Fortune in
finding your own ul�mate
Garden experience.

Happy Trails

https://classic.avantlink.com/click.php?tool_type=ml&merchant_link_id=61fa6fd0-0c0f-4342-806e-2afeb1a2c053&website_id=d266003c-2ae6-4195-937d-621dbe4a005a
https://classic.avantlink.com/click.php?tool_type=ml&merchant_link_id=945145d7-3f2c-4575-8dd3-01d5df23b336&website_id=d266003c-2ae6-4195-937d-621dbe4a005a


Live the active lifestyle you
desire one habit at a time
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Live the active lifestyle you
desire one habit at a time

By Vanessa Milsner

Foundations
of habit
building
What's that old saying, 'it takes
21 days to form a new habit'? I'll
go ahead and call it for you right
here and now. The essen�al
founda�on you need to build a
habit is consistency; repe��on,
performing that habit repeatedly
un�l it becomes something you
do on autopilot. There are a
million and one things you do on
autopilot you do every single day
without even thinking twice
about–brushing your teeth,
ea�ng, checking your email. I am
sure you can think of several
more in your own life. Now, some
of these autopilot habits we have,
overlap as humans, but based on
our lifestyles, these can widely
vary from person to person.

So how do you get from
introducing a new habit to it
being on autopilot? A habit being
something you priori�ze because
it is meaningful to you.
Something that is so ingrained in
who you are. You have come to
the right place because we are
going to dive into exactly what
you need in your habit-building
toolbox to live & maintain that
ac�ve lifestyle you desire!

Iden�fying your current &
future self

By understanding what our future
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self looks like and where we
want to be in life at specific
points in �me, will allow us to
work backward and reverse
engineer our goals to get there.
Next, you want to step back
and analyze where your life is
now. What types of habits do
you currently have and how do
these (as is) impact where you
are headed (your iden�fied
future self)? Let's do an
example together:

Future self: You want to be able
to take your kids on a
backpacking trip along the John
Muir Trail because you were
able to do this in your 20s and
you want to give them that
same experience without
having to miss out because
you're 'out of shape' for the
trek.

Current Self: You enjoy
somewhat frequent hiking and
outdoor ac�vity, but you are
limited on how long you can
stay out for a hike or how far
you can go before needing to
turn back. Some�mes this can
be challenging on your knees,
causing you to cut your hikes
shorter than you'd like.

Hold this thought & stay with
me!

Outlining traits and habits of
your future self

Next, we are going to jump
back to our future self and
iden�fy habits or traits that our

future self (super dad
backpacker) already obtains. So
to be your super dad
backpacker self, there are likely
a few traits that 'future you’
possess. For one, super dad is
likely already very ac�ve to
keep himself healthy and
mobile as he ages. Super dad
likely has an exercise regimen
that supports him in
maintaining strength,
endurance, balance & joint
mobility to be able to hike on
all terrain and sustain longer
treks. Second, super dad likely
takes care of his body from the
inside out, ensuring he
maintains a healthy, balanced
nutri�onal rou�ne to avoid
health complica�ons from poor
dietary consump�on. Super
dad may have addi�onal habits
and traits that you'd love to
see, but for now let's s�ck with
these.

Now understanding the habits
and traits of super dad, you can
work backward, star�ng from
this vision, to where you are
now. Currently, in our example,
you are a somewhat frequent
hiker, but you struggle with
endurance, strength and joint
pain. Perhaps you also aim to
eat healthy, but you always try
new diets and quickly lose
interest. So to get to where
super dad is, you can start
ins�lling new habits into your
daily and weekly rou�ne to get
you closer to where he is.

Are you s�ll with me?

Building mini habits to start
implemen�ng right away

Next, you are going to start
outlining what those new
habits are that will get you
closer to becoming super dad.
Based on what we know about
your lifestyle currently and
what we know about super
dad's lifestyle, there are few
changes you can make.

For one, focusing on an
exercise regimen that will
support mobility, endurance
and strength. You could pick a
few different prac�ces such as
weight or resistance training,
walking or short hikes, as well
as mobility exercises you can
do a few �mes a week. Start
small and pick one area of
training to focus on daily.
Perhaps you hire a personal
trainer to support you in
building a holis�c program that
will challenge you & while
accommoda�ng your current
lifestyle.

Second, you can zoom in on
your nutri�on and ask yourself
what this looks like on a weekly
basis? How much are you
ea�ng out vs. cooking
homemade meals? Are you
aware of the foods you're
ea�ng & what their ingredients
are? These ques�ons will get
you closer in this funnel
process to narrow down what
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your specific, what I call, 'mini
habits' will be, to start
implemen�ng.

The key is to get as granular
as possible on these 'mini
habits'. The smaller these are,
the more achievable they will
be. This is a key to building
and sustaining a new habit by

making it easy to accomplish.

We are almost there, hang in
there with me! A fun bonus
at the end will make this all
worth your while!

An�cipate challenges
and obstacles ahead of
�me.

A good plan will only be
effec�ve with an�cipa�ng the
challenges and obstacles that
lie ahead. There will be
hurdles. There will be �mes
when you don't make it
happen. You are human and
these are inevitable.
However, if you can an�cipate
what these challenges or
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excuses may be, before they
happen, you are much more
likely to overcome these when
they do arise. Rather than
falling vic�m to that 'you could
have seen happening', work
picking up, & life events taking
over, take a few moments
before you start implemen�ng
a new habit to get clear on
how to overcome these feats.

Here is the home stretch. Are
you ready?

Create an
accountability
loop.
This is your �cket. Un�l that
habit becomes one we do on
autopilot, having the
accountability to make sure it
happens will support you in
remaining consistent – the
founda�on of habit building.
So, establish an accountability
loop. What does this look like?

Picture a circle with two breaks
in it. At the start of one line
around the curve is you. You’re
on your way to get in your
workout a�er a long day at
work. But, the workday was so
exhaus�ng that all you feel like
doing is going home and
crashing on the couch in front
of the fire with a cold beer in
hand. Boom, you have hit that
break in the circle. It would be
so easy to follow through on

that 'skip your workout' plan
and stay in your comfort zone.

Cue your accountability loop.
Perhaps this is your wife
sending you a text as soon as
you get off work that says,
"have a great workout today,
babe!". Just like that, having
your wife send you that text
when you get off work, ignites
this feeling that you can't let
her or yourself down–you have
to get in your workout now.
This is your accountability
loop. You're back on the cycle
and in your groove…un�l the
next break in the circle: the
next hard day at work, life
event that gets in the way, etc.
You can see how this can easily
repeat itself in your life.

You can set this up however
best it works for you:

A reminder on your phone

Scheduling in your habit at a
specific �me in the day so you
see this in your calendar

Having a friend or family
member be your
accountability-buddy

Changing into your exercise
clothes before you leave work
so you are already in the zone

Understand what will work
best for you. I recommend
picking at least 3 accountability
methods in case one fails; you
have a back up.

Wrapping it all together

At first, building a new habit
can seem daun�ng and all you
do is dream of living that ac�ve
lifestyle for years to come.
When you break it down, get
really small, really clear on
these mini, achievable habits
you can implement, you will be
& feel much closer to your
future, super dad self.
Maintain your mini habits with
a habit loop that works for you
and you'll be backpacking the
JMT with your kids in no �me–
living what you thought would
only be a dream!

So I did say there would be a
surprise at the end & I wasn't
lying! For a simple, organized
way to follow this steep by
step process, grab my Mindset
& Habit Development
Workbook HERE! In the
workbook, we will break down
these steps into ac�onable
ques�ons and prompts to get
you closer, more confident &
able to sustain habits to live
that ac�ve lifestyle you desire!

For more easy �ps on mindset,
exercise & nutri�on, follow
Milsner Fitness on Instagram
and stay connected through
my weekly newsle�er-
subscribe here!
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Stress-Free Steps Toward Self-Care
(Family Features) Over the last few years, self-
care has taken on heightened importance for
moms across the country.

That is why Mrs. T’s Pierogies is partnering with
actress, entrepreneur and mom JoAnna Garcia
Swisher for its “All-Star Moms” campaign to
spotlight the importance of finding ways to
recharge and help these real-life superheroes
priori�ze me-�me.

Simplifying self-care for All-Star Moms
everywhere can be as easy as designa�ng a
“recharging room” in the home, which offers a
personal space to reset and relax. When crea�ng
your recharging room, keep these �ps from

Garcia Swisher in mind:

Balance Beau�ful with Func�onal: Find hos�ng
staples like cu�ng boards, utensils and napkins
that match the vibe of your personal space so the
area can double as an entertaining space.

Keep it Easy to Clean: Choose furniture and decor
that can handle a li�le mess from snacks, like
Mrs. T’s Mini Pierogies and your favorite dip,
which are perfect for enjoying while binge-
watching favorite shows.

Add a Personal Touch: Showcase a piece that tells
a story, like a favorite embroidered pillow, piece
of meaningful jewelry or framed photo of an
amazing memory.
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Bring In Something Cozy: Add cozy touches like a
blanket, fluffy pillow or favorite slippers for
something comfortable.

Make a Statement: Let your inner designer shine
by taking a chance on something bold that
represents a part of your personality you don’t
normally indulge.

Plan an Anchor Piece: This item is the
founda�on for everything, such as a vintage
armchair, comfy couch or storage piece that tells
a story. Choose this item first then build around
it.

Moms can also priori�ze self-care by whipping
up an easy-to-make recipe, like these Margherita
Pizza Pierogy Skewers, for themselves, a

gathering of friends or an a�ernoon family
snack. Pasta pockets filled with creamy mashed
potatoes, cheesy goodness and other big, bold
flavors, Mrs. T’s Pierogies are simple to prepare.
This means more �me for moms to do the stuff
they love like unwinding from the day with
favorite foods in their recharging spaces.

Visit MrsTsPierogies.com for more recipe
inspira�on.



Margherita Pizza
Pierogy Skewers
Prep �me: 10 minutes

Total �me: 35 minutes

Servings: 9

Pizza Skewers:

• 1 box (12.8 ounces) Mrs. T’s Mini Classic
Cheddar Pierogies

• 3 cups cherry tomatoes

• 2 tablespoons olive oil, plus addi�onal for
brushing pierogies, divided

• 1 teaspoon salt

• 1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper

• 1/2 teaspoon oregano

• 1-2 cups mozzarella balls (18 total)

• fresh basil leaves

• bamboo skewers (10 inches)

Fresh Pesto:
• 2 cups fresh basil

• 2 garlic cloves, peeled

• 1/2 cup olive oil

• 1/4 cup pine nuts

• 1/4 grated Parmesan cheese

• salt, to taste

• ground black pepper, to taste

Preheat air fryer to 400 F.

To make pizza skewers: In small bowl,
combine cherry tomatoes, olive oil, salt,
ground black pepper and oregano; toss to
coat. Transfer tomatoes to air fryer tray or
basket. Cook in air fryer 10 minutes, or un�l
tomatoes are slightly charred; remove and
set aside.

Lay pierogies on same tray or basket. Make
sure not to overlap. Lightly brush each side
with olive oil. Cook about 12 minutes, or un�l
golden brown and crispy. Flip halfway
through cooking.

To make pesto: In food processor, process
basil; garlic; olive oil; pine nuts; Parmesan
cheese; salt, to taste; and pepper, to taste,
un�l smooth. (If preferred, use store-bought
pesto.)

Add one pierogy to bamboo skewer followed
by one tomato, one mozzarella ball and one
basil leaf. Repeat with ingredients un�l each
skewer is filled. Drizzle with pesto.T



Light
Painting

By Diana Universe

Light is an amazing thing, physically
and spiritually. It’s what allows us to
see and perceive the world as we
do. It’s a metaphorical direction of
spiritual growth. It feels like the
connection between the tangible
and non-tangible realms. It is also a
tool of expression, allowing one to
not just photograph but also paint
and create the world they want to
see with the pieces of its reality.
Light painting allows one to blend
what is physically present and what
is not in a single shot. This is why it
feels like magic, and why I love it. It
is a crossroads between creative
expression, adventure, and
exploring the natural elements.
Light painting is also a physical
endeavor. The outdoors is the art,
the model is the art, but also, you -
the creator, the photographer, the
one moving in the frame with the
light tools, your movements - are
the art. It’s a thrilling and rewarding
experience. I encourage anyone
who has the chance to participate in
light painting to do it. Its magic is
meant to be shared.



My name is Diana Vitoshka
(@dianauniverse,
@dianauniverselit), and I’ve
been into photography for
about 13 years. It’s a passion
and a business. It started with
my love for landscape
photography and then
blended with taking portraits
and adding a human element
to my art. Light painting is the
latest direction I’ve explored. I
was originally inspired and
learned a lot from
@ericparephoto and
@kimhenry.dance . I followed
their work for years and gave
light painting a try myself
about a year and a half ago.

Fariba & Jordan

Dillon



Megan
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